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Edito
When Split Europe offered me to be the
guest editor of Splitzine number 2, I immedia-
tely accepted! I could not resist the desire to
make my fans and all the readers of Splitzine
discover my passions: skateboarding, rock'n
roll, and my native country. So it is in
Sweden, between Stockholm the capital and
Norrköping my hometown, that you will see
what my lifestyle, the skatepark where I ride
most of the time, and some spots of
Stockholm's underground are like. In an inter-
view, I'll introduce you to one of the future
stars of Swedish skateboarding (as I see it):
Peter Jeppson. And, as you probably know,
my country is a goldmine for world-renowned
rock bands -yes, skaters are not our only
world-renowned people!! The band called
Johnossi answered Splitzine's questions.
That was my share... but Splitzine #2 has
more to it:

You'll discover snowboarder Jonathan
Menthon's busy life (a shop in Thonon and
the huge half-pipe of Avoriaz), skater's Danny
Hamard's travels around Croatia (in the city
of guess what... Split!), and two more snow-
boarders, Bubba (Italy) and Chris Patsch
(Austria).

Splitzine # 2 is like me: moving around, pus-
hing the limits and crossing the borders. It
could be the motto of my possie, Five O
Crew... but that's yet another story.
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Stockholm Astrom GGuuiiddee
When he comes to Stockholm for a short
skating stay,
Chris Aström has a place where he can
leave his stuff
and warm up when the temperature goes
too low. This
place is Core Shop, the temple of
Swedish skateboarding (4, 6, 7).
After some sessions in the underground,
Chris loves
to shop in the city centre, ignoring the
posh boutiques of Slussen, like Nitty Gritty,
in the southern part of the city. That's in
the centre that he finds his kitsch heavy
metal T-shirts (2) or his kung-fu, action or
horror movies (his B-series film know-
ledge is impressive: see these echos to
Clockwork Orange or Tony Alva).

When hungry, Chris rushes to an interna-
tional restaurant of a completely circular
shape. The dining room, through which

two escalators run, is surrounded by five
different kitchens. Each of them offers a
different foreign cuisine (Italian, Lebanese,
Chinese, American...), for a cheap price
without borders (5).

Swedish nights, especially in Stockholm,
are of the craziest. When the temperature
is below zero, in the streets everyone
begins to get excited around 10pm and
until late at night, in an atmosphere very
close to a
Spanish one! Of course you need to
plunge into one of
the numerous bars and nightclubs: at the
Marie Laveau
(8), the lounge and the dancefloor are
next to each other, and the artificial smoke
is more intoxicating than cigarette smoke
(prohibited in all public spaces). or the
Aquavit, anis alcohol that you drink per
shots. .
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The story of rock'n roll and Chris Aström is a passionate love story. Nicknamed the
human jukebox by his friends, Aström can play and sing all the rock hits of the pla-
net, like photo-grunge Hey, hey, my,my by Neil Young, Pearl Jam's Dissident, all of Kiss,
classics such as the ultimate covers of Johnny Cash, Judas Priest, Danzig, and of
course Metallica, Pantera, Guns & Roses, The Clash, The Kennedys...

The next pages will show you how unstoppable he is... betting with a friend, he even
wrote a perfect pop song, something between Wayne's world and Tenacious D, for
50 euros and in ten minutes! But what about skateboarding? A physical illustration of
his crazy riffs and his unbeatable humour.

Chris perfectly knows Swedish rock, whose reputation is now wordly established:
Millencollin, The Hives, No Fun at All, Refused (Chris personally knows Dennis, their ex-
frontman, now with International Noise Conspiracy). Yet Aström also loves Heaven N
Hell, a metal band from Finland. They are inspired by Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath,
and led by Chris's mate Haarto Luomanen, the proud metal guy from Helsinki (he's
never far from the We Got Beef, a bar that serves fresh chicks and no cows). Heaven
N Hell offered Chris to skate on their latest video (www.heavennhell.net).
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Interview by Maria Lundqvist
Portrait by Daniel Månsson/VOL

For once, quality sticks straight away
without having to pass intellect and
conviction. Maybe it’s the tunes touch-
ing the melodic loops of surf music, or
the lyrics performed with an intensity of
a soul burning for every word. No mat-
ter the reason Johnossi has made the
Swedish critics weak at the knees.
One year after their cheered debut
band members John and Ossi, hud-
dled up at a café in freezing Stockholm,
try to balance expectations against
boredom. It hurts being an upcoming
artist. Not much money, loads of 
dedication. But things are looking
good for Johnossi. Having left a small
record label they are now being
courted by international record com-
panies with more resources and
bigger plans. 
– We’re negotiating a contract right

now and count on a European
launch this summer, drummer Ossi
Bonde says.

The breakthrough was immedi-
ate. After only three gigs they landed
a record deal and went on a presti-
gious tour as opening act for
choosy Gallagher-brothers favourite
Soundtrack of Our Lives. 

– It was like if you would spend a
whole life looking for a girlfriend only
to end up with your best friend. It’s
been there all the time and sudden-
ly it just happened, vocalist and gui-
tarist John Engelbert explains.
John being an omnivorous currently
into Swedish Silverbullit and Ossi
referring to an album his girlfriend got
for birthday and of which he can’t
remember the name, their musical
references are vague and varying. 

– Our sound contains a little bit of
both melodious and rattling, hard and
soft. You kind of hear what you want
to hear I guess, Ossi says.
Without falling into the commercial

Johnossi
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trap of MTV hit music John’s sin-
cere agonising lyrics neatly
wrapped in untainted melodious
tunes, made crowd and critics hurl
and appoint them one of the best
live bands of 2005. 
– I think the reason for our break-

through was the fact that we sur-
prised people not once, but twice.
First, by delivering an album with
both musical and lyrical quality and
then by surprising everyone with
our live performances despite the
fact that we’re only two on stage,
Ossi says.

Though their music is a rare
blend of clean simplicity and a thick
sound, like a freaked out Jack
Johnson, they have somewhat
become categorized as part of the
two-man band hype headed by
The White Stripes. As much as
there is a resemblance between
Johnossi and The White Stripes,
John and Ossi are not thrilled by
the comparison and focusing on
the fact that they are only two.

– It wasn’t a strategic choice or
anything. We just started jamming
for fun and ended up with a con-
tract, John says, seemingly tired of
the recurring question. 
– Sure it’s different being only two

on stage. More demanding and
omitting, but also agreeable in a
way that you only have yourself to
rely on, Ossi adds.

With Ossi’s drums as only
backup a perfect playground is
created for the guitar sound-loving
John, who recalls a frequent urge
to scream to the sound technician
to turn up the guitar whenever
going to concerts since he feels
the bass too often drowns the gui-
tarist. How a set of drums, an
acoustic guitar and a voice can run
you over like a sound invasion is
in John’s own words “a question of
maximum volume on the amplifier,
turning up the bass, using the
effect pedal. And play hard”. So
when Johnossi reaches Europe,
make sure you’re there to be run
over by unpretentious lyrics delive-
red with a massive sound worthy
a five-man band. And when silence
pulls you back to conscience, you
can’t wait to be knocked out again. 
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